Throughout his publications, Chandler sought to explain the growth of large corporations such as the Pennsylvania Railroad and General Motors. By the time of the Civil War, Chandler determined, Pennsylvania Railroad executives had "creat[ed] a managerial hierarchy whose duties were carefully defined in organizational manuals and charts." During the 1870s, Chandler continued, the Pennsylvania's team of middle managers "included an executive in charge of the traffic department and a general manager who supervised the work of two or three general superintendents." As well, "heads of machinery. . ., maintenance of way, telegraph, freight, passenger. . ." and still others worked in this group. According to Chandler, then, managers at the Pennsylvania Railroad and later at General Motors had guided those large, multidivisional firms and the American economy as a whole toward economic growth. For Chandler, reports his former student Richard R. John, no banker or other outsider "played a role in business administration that was in any way comparable to visionary managers such as General Motors' Alfred P. Sloan." After Chandler, serious scholars studying the organization and operation of large business firms had to acknowledge his thesis regarding the administrative coordination provided by counterparts to top executives like GM's Sloan and middle managers such as the Pennsylvania Railroad's "heads of machinery." 1 Chandler developed this thesis at a unique moment in American business and economic history. The growing American economy informed his thinking about business history and about corporations and managers in particular. During World War II, business leaders such as Sloan organized production of countless tanks, trucks, airplanes, and radios. As a US naval officer reviewing the results of bombing raids, Chandler held a front row seat to the economic and military power that large corporations, mass production, and vast transportation networks had wrought. 2 After the war, many of those same business leaders at firms such as General Motors, General Electric, and Boeing continued to foster development of the automobile, aircraft, and consumer electronics industries. Taken together, products manufactured by these firms permitted ordinary Americans, including those former soldiers, to drive an automobile to a new, comfortable suburban mall. Once they arrived, shoppers, women more than men really, could search large, air-conditioned stores such as Philadelphia's Strawbridge & Clothier for linens, coffee-makers, televisions, and bridal gowns. By the 1970s, however, that vaunted American prosperity had mutated into "stagflation," a miserable combination of slow economic growth plus high inflation. In a nation of consumers, Americans still crowded suburban malls. Increasingly, however, they purchased televisions manufactured in Japan and washing machines made in Mexico. Even more, Toyotas from Japan replaced less reliable Chevrolets and Pontiacs in suburban driveways. Chandler's thesis never accounted for the harsh economic downturn of the 1970s, including abandoned steel mills and bankruptcy of the once-mighty Pennsylvania Railroad. Writing in 2000 about the narrow but powerful focus of Chandler's scholarship, historian Pamela Walker Laird observed that "the risk of making a case so brilliantly. . . is that its light can obscure its limits. . .." Enterprise & Society editor Philip Scranton takes the most critical stance toward Chandlerian scholarship and contemporary business history. "Chandler provided an origin story," Scranton contends, for large corporations and "for reliable structures, durable careers, and rising expectations." Scranton adds that "unless business history reframes its question sets . . . , the field will become selfextinguishing . . . ." Not even the force of Chandler's thesis or the prodigious research and deep learning that underlay that thesis could usher in the historiographical millennium.
With these essays, six distinguished business historians commemorate Chandler's passing. As well, they seek to assess the state of business history and the evolution and significance of the Chandlerian art during these past decades. They have succeeded, I believe, to the highest level.
